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Breakthrough ideas.

Unconventional thinking. 

Understanding your 

customers and their journey. 

Media that drives results. 

Content that compels  

and converts. A strategic 

and creative team 

relentless in its mission

to deliver success.

We’re a strategy, branding,  
and digital media agency built on:

INNOVATION

 

CREATIVITY
+

W E  L I V E  A T  
T H E  I N T E R S E C T I O N  O F



We work with clients and 

companies who strive for the 

new, the next. We help them 

tell complex stories in simple, 

compelling ways — appealing  

to audiences that are hard to  

win over and difficult to reach. 

Create Brand Action always begins with  

strategy and ends with results. It requires 

expertise in many areas, and our no-silos,  

no-holds-barred approach. 
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CLOUDPAY
CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE:  Introducing an Innovative Answer to a Complex 

Global Payroll Problem. CloudPay was poised to disrupt the global 

payroll industry, but needed to stand out in a crowded marketplace of 

more established and conservative brands. They wanted to emphasize 

a modern, analytics-focused point of view, while optimizing their digital 

marketing for lead generation and growth.

SOLUTION: A Bold Brand and a HubSpot Site Built to Convert.

We created a fresh and compelling CloudPay brand, leading with 

game-changing analytics and differentiating our story using an honest, 

straightforward tone. The rebrand debuted on a new website, which we 

built on the HubSpot platform to centralize inbound marketing and lead 

generation. The site was designed to fuel CloudPay’s sales efforts, engage 

prospects, and provide valuable insights through powerful analytics.

BRAND ACTION: An Award-Winning Website Driving 60% 

More Qualified Leads. The new site won a W3 award for its creativity, 

functionality, visual design, and ease of use — but as you can see, the 

analytics told an even more exciting story.

“Garfield Group dove in with a strategic approach from the start; 

we uncovered industry insights which informed and improved 

the ROI not only with our new brand but also on our website. The 

solutions-focused approach continues to deliver real value through 

a combination of strong brand expression and well-designed user 

experience. This was one of the easiest transitions possible.”

David Barak, Head of Marketing, CloudPay



VERTEX
CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE:  Launch a Game-Changing Enterprise Solution for Corporate Tax.

Vertex creates innovative corporate tax solutions and has established a strong leadership 

position in the U.S. When they introduced Vertex Enterprise — a breakthrough technology with 

the power to unite data across disparate global finance and accounting systems — they looked 

to us to help them tell a very complex story in a simple and compelling way.

SOLUTION: Tax Possible. The new campaign theme was inspired by the fact that Vertex 

Enterprise gives tax command of its own data for the first time, unifying it from multiple global 

ERPs and transforming it to be manageable for all tax types. “Tax Possible” told the story  

of Vertex Enterprise — and its core technology, the Vertex Tax Performance Engine —  

to an audience spanning CFOs, VPs of Tax, Tax Managers, and IT. 

BRAND ACTION: The Most Successful Campaign in Vertex History. The “Tax  

Possible” campaign debuted to huge acclaim, making an immediate impact on the way the 

Vertex sales team told the Vertex Enterprise story and uncovering new revenue opportunities. 

Within five weeks, engagement and conversions reached record-setting levels. The award-

winning campaign has since been extended to sales materials and events worldwide.

“‘Tax Possible’ has been our most successful campaign 

to date, and has resonated with our key audiences 

(VPs of Tax, Tax Managers, CFOs) in a remarkable way. 

Just another example of the ways our nearly 10-year 

partnership with Garfield continues to grow and prosper.” 

Lauren Breeze, Communications Director, Vertex Inc.



DUFF & PHELPS
CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE:  Create a New Brand for a Global Leader in 

Financial Advisory Services. As a leader in critical areas  

like valuation services, compliance, and regulatory consultation,  

Duff & Phelps was concerned that their brand was getting stale,  

and was not distinguishable from other financial brands. They 

challenged us to create a more modern look and feel, without  

losing the equity they established over their 85-year history.

SOLUTION: A New Brand Embraced Across a Global 

Footprint. Our new brand concept, “The Power of the Ampersand,” 

illustrates the diversity of Duff & Phelps’ services, expertise, and 

industries they serve. Utilizing the ampersand, we broke away from 

mundane “business” imagery and incorporated a bolder, more modern, 

global design that could extend across print, web, social, and 

data visualization.

BRAND ACTION: An Acclaimed, Award-Winning Brand. 

The brand relaunch has been embraced around the globe by 

Duff & Phelps’ employees, clients, and followers. As a bonus, 

our relationship with Duff & Phelps earned us recognition by 

the Gramercy Institute as one of “20 Most Valuable Partners in 

Financial Marketing.”

“The team at Garfield Group has been a trusted partner to  

Duff & Phelps for several years. In addition to several outstanding 

design projects, most recently Garfield Group helped to develop 

an advertising concept that accurately reflected and creatively 

expressed my firm’s brand. Garfield Group’s strategic approach led 

me to award them an extensive internal and external campaign in 

2017. I am very excited to work with them more in the future.”

Marty Dauer, CMO, Duff & Phelps



ACCOLADE
CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE:  Fuel Growth for a Healthcare Innovator. Accolade is an on-demand 

healthcare concierge for employers, health plans, and health systems. To continue to fuel 

their growth, they needed a way to drive new sales opportunities and encourage greater 

use of their services — primarily among C-level and senior HR/benefits executives. 

SOLUTION: Multi-Channel Lead Generation Driven by Expert Content. 

We created “The Power of One,” a sophisticated campaign aimed at the HR departments 

of target accounts, with thought-leading content and engagement efforts tailored to each 

audience. At the same time, we targeted the employees of those companies with more 

human, emotive communications. This “push-pull” approach included email (both owned 

and sponsored), print/dimensional mailings, paid search, Twitter, LinkedIn, Account-Based 

Marketing (ABM) display ads, retargeting, and sponsored webinars. 

BRAND ACTION: Over 1 Million Campaign Impressions, and a New Foundation 

for Growth. “The Power of One” generated new leads and turned unqualified 

prospects into Marketing Qualified Leads (MQLs). We also leveraged Marketo 

automation to promote the campaign through email nurture campaigns for both 

new and existing prospects. “The Power of One” also created interest and demand 

for Accolade’s services among employees of the campaign’s target companies, 

increasing all-important usage metrics.

“I’ve worked with Garfield Group for years on a variety of 

integrated campaigns, and they’ve never disappointed. They’re a 

great partner — very strategic, extremely creative, and really solid 

account management. Our most recent work together exceeded 

targeted benchmarks and hit on all of our objectives. And the fact 

that they’re fun to work with? Icing on the cake!”

Michele Lichtenfield, Marketing Director, Accolade



EDISON PARTNERS
CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE:  Move Boldly Into the Future, While Honoring 

the Past. Edison Partners is one of the most respected Private 

Equity firms in the Mid-Atlantic, helping CEOs and their teams 

navigate the entrepreneurial journey and build successful companies. 

They asked us to redefine their brand story and the way they engaged 

key audiences, giving us an important mandate: modernize the Edison 

brand for 2017, while building upon its 30-year legacy.

SOLUTION: A Rebrand and Innovative Website Designed to 

Reach Today’s Entrepreneurs. Using Edison’s essential core 

values and ethos as the brand story, we developed a compelling 

user experience for a redesigned website that’s uniquely Edison. 

This experience is supported by a bold, modern visual style, and 

is built on Hubspot to optimize lead generation and engagement.

BRAND ACTION: 474% Increase in Website-Driven Contacts. 

The post-launch data told a story nearly as compelling as 

the “new Edison” story, driving huge increases in contacts, 

subscribers, and visitors. 

“Edison Partners was looking for an agency that could help modernize 

our brand and bring it to life with a refreshed and modern website 

experience. Garfield Group answered the call by redesigning our web 

experience to place our brand ethos front and center, while supporting 

site visitors with a streamlined experience that makes an impact. 

Throughout the process the team was professional, thoughtful,  

and most importantly, a fun partner to work with.”

Kelly Ford Buckley, Partner, Edison Partners



GREENFIELD SENIOR L IVING
CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE:  A Brand Experience to Stand Out from the 

Industry’s “Sea of Sameness.” Greenfield Senior Living came to 

Garfield seeking a way to differentiate their brand from the staid, overly 

corporate “sea of sameness” plaguing the senior living space — offering 

a compassionate, human touch to families making an important decision 

about their loved ones’ care.

SOLUTION: A Welcoming, Relatable, Caring Brand and Web 

Experience. Our strategy focused on one simple, transformational 

word. “Stay” became the focus of the brand — implying that when 

seniors stay with us, they never lose their sense of self. They can 

stay who they are. Stay active. Stay loved. This theme formed the 

foundation of their new corporate site, as well as 21 community 

websites that highlight the unique charm of each location. We also 

carried the new brand and “stay” message into social, email, search, 

display, and video content. 

BRAND ACTION: 724% Increase in Lead Generation Calls.  

The post-launch results exceeded all expectations — with huge  

jumps in lead generation and conversions.

“Garfield Group has become a part of our family, and their 

inspiration and hard work has brought our brand to life from 

within. We are thrilled with all we have done together and by what 

lies ahead. Together, we are paving a new way forward leveraging 

all aspects of our brand, and most importantly building a first-

class, award-winning web experience that all users can love.”

Jonathan Barbieri, VP of Marketing, Greenfield Senior Living



garfieldgroup.com

hello@garfieldgroup.com

215.867.8600

It takes deep expertise 

in many areas to 

Create Brand Action — 

but most importantly, 

it takes an agency that 

can successfully bring 

them all together.

Strategy Branding PR & Social Media

Web Development Design Search

Content & Inbound Marketing Media

Campaign Planning & Execution

#CREATEBRANDACTION
@garfieldgroup
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